Small Business Farmers
Marketing Kit

Freight Farms

WELC OME TO THE FREIGHT FA RMS NE T WORK!
As you’re launching your Greenery™, there are a few things to keep in mind
when it comes to building your brand and growing a customer base.
To help you get started, we have compiled this guide for building a brand
presence on social media, with your local community, and in the local press.
Of course, these are only suggestions – you should use whatever strategies
best compliment your goals.
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BUILD ING YOUR BRA ND
While owning and operating the Greenery will allow you to grow hyperlocal, fresh, and tasty
produce, this might not be enough to set you apart from other produce retailers. Building
cohesive brand will allow you to grow your business from a strong foundation.

As you think about your

What is your image? How do you want the people in your “world”

brand, consider the

(customers, clients, community) to feel about you and your business?

following:

What are your values? Successful brands stand for something and
attract fans and customers that align with what they believe in.
What are your goals? Align your personal and business identity with a
purpose.

Your brand identity company name and logo
- are a huge part of your
new brand:

Your logo is a visual representation of your brand.
Your logo and name help develop your credibility in the industry.
They should remain consistent on all platforms and packaging.
They are key in helping customers remember and recognize your company.

Here are some tips to get

Make sure to do your research before you choose a name and logo. Look

you started:

online to make sure there aren’t other companies with the same, or very
similar, name. Also make sure there are domain names available for your
website and social media accounts.
Say your company name out loud and write it multiple ways
(all uppercase, all lowercase, alternate spelling) to make sure everything
reads and writes properly.
Check that your logo is legible in print, on a desktop computer, and on a
mobile phone. Also check that the logo is still viable in gray-scale or black
and white.
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Examples from a couple of our Freight Farmers!
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C R E ATI N G A N ONLINE PRE SE NC E
Having a presence online is crucial to building your business and keeping your audience
informed. Your website and social media accounts are where your customers and fans can
learn all about your brand and the day-to-day life at your Freight Farm!

W EB SITE

Building a website for the first time? Nothing to worry about! There are many platforms
that make is very simple and easy to build and manage a webpage: SquareSpace, Wix,
WordPress, Weebly, and more!
Website Content. Your website should maintain your brand voice by letting your personality
shine through! Articulate your mission, goals, and values and refer to the Media Relations
section of this packet for information about positioning your Freight Farm.

What to have on your website:
•

Business name and location

•

Location where people can buy your produce

•

High quality images and/or videos

•

Contact information that is easy to find

•

Explanation of how you grow your produce

Key Take-Aways:
Your business should be searchable
•

Builds credibility

•

Increases brand recognition

•

Makes your information accessible

•

Makes contacting you easier

You can engage with customers and fans
•

People like a friendly business.

•

Customers want to know you better.

•

Educate customers; Freight Farming is still a
new concept!

Freight Farms can promote your business
•

Link your website/social media to ours to
drive traffic!
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S E TTI N G U P SOC IA L ME D IA
Having a social media presence can make a huge difference as you generate conversation
around the Greenery.
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

LinkedIn

When creating your accounts

•

Make sure all accounts are public.

for each platform:

•

Keep the same handle across all platforms to retain uniformity and make
searching easier.

•

Create robust accounts with a relevant profile image, a bio, your goals,
and directing URLs. Feel free to direct them to freightfarms.com as well!

Facebook
Facebook is a free social networking website that allows registered users to upload photos and
video, send messages, promote their business, and keep in touch with a wide audience.
What to post

•

Create a page for your farm separate

How to get traction
•

from your personal account.
•

Keep your community updated about

farmers and organizations.
•

your growing process.
•

Share Facebook posts from other
Tag other farmers and organizations in
your own posts.

Share team updates, relevant articles,

•

Choose the best time to post.

videos, and press releases.

•

“Like” similar company pages.

Instagram
An online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that enables users
to take pictures and videos, and share them on a variety of social networking platforms, such as
Facebook and Twitter.
What to post

How to get traction

•

•

Use relevant hashtags (#) (at least 3-4,
at most 30).

•

Use location tags.

•
•

Post at least 3 times per week.
Utilize Instagram Stories to showcase

Photos/videos showing any event or
promotion of the farm.

•

High quality photos of the produce/
inside of the farm.

•

Photos of employees or customers
engaging with the farm and produce

Freight Farms
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Twitter
An online social networking service that enables users to post and read short 140 character
messages (“tweets”). Keep your community updated as you ramp up your growing process,
and beyond!
What to post

How to get traction

•

•

Updates about any event with the farm include photos, especially ones that are

•
•

•

people to find you using simple keywords.

not "Insta-worthy".

#localfood, #urbanag,

Tweet at other farmers, businesses, or

#urbanagriculture, #eatlocal,

organizations to promote yourself

#innovation, #hydroponics,

Tweet relevant articles about local food

#agtech,#agriculture, #technology,

production, vertical growing, urban

#foodtech, #sustainablefood, etc.

agriculture, sustainability, etc.
•

Use hashtags (#) to make it easier for

•

However, don’t overuse the hashtags.

Short headlines with a photo and a link

Make sure you are choosing the most

get the most clicks.

relevant ones for your tweet.

Avoid duplicating Facebook content in

•

order to maintain two separate channels.

Post daily at peak hours: morning
(9/10am), noon, and evening (6/7pm).

•

Follow relevant accounts.
Food+Tech Connect, Grist, inc.,
ModFarm, Food Tank, Seedstock,
NPR Food, USDA, Upworthy, Guardian
Eco, etc.

LinkedIn
A large social media platform for companies and professionals. LinkedIn allows you to post to
your network, grow your “connections”, and follow other companies. Businesses can create a
Company Page, which can help LinkedIn members learn about your business, brand, and any
job opportunities. It is also a great way to establish industry expertise.
What to post

How to get traction

•

Company news

•

•

Industry articles

a relevant header photo, and as much

•

Thought leadership pieces

information as possible.

•

Content that is helpful, not “sales-y”

•

Build out a full profile: include your logo,

Join LinkedIn Groups: find (a) group/groups
that align with your business and share your
content there.

•

Optimize for search: use buzz words and
keywords whenever possible on your
company page.
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Managing Your Accounts

Handling an active social media presence can be time consuming,
especially if you’re already running a farm! Thankfully, there are tools
available to help.
•

Facebook allows you to schedule posts in advance; create the post in your
spare time and schedule it for the desired date and time in the Creator
Studio feature on Facebook.

•

Now that Facebook owns Instagram, you can also schedule Instagram
posts within the Facebook Creator Studio.

•

Additionally, platforms like Later , Buffer, and HootSuite allow you to
schedule posts for any and all of your accounts.

Work With Freight Farms!

Please share all your social media account information with our team
so that we can cross-promote you on our accounts. As a Freight
Farmer, we offer you the opportunity to collaborate with us on our
social media accounts.
If interested, contact growfoodhere@freightfarms.com.
After you set up your social media accounts, make sure to follow us!

Freight Farms

Freight Farms

@freightfarms
@leafygreenmachine
@myfarmhand

@freightfarms
@leafygreenmachine
@myfarmhand
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M A R K E T I N G ON F AC E B OOK & GOOGLE
As of April 2016, 68% of adults (ages 18+) use Facebook, making it the most popular of all
social media sites (Pew Institute). Similarly, data from April 2017 has determined Google
to be the world’s most popular search engine, with 70% of the world’s population using
it to navigate the internet – that’s 4.5 billion searches a day (Smart Insights)! If you are
considering putting resources towards online marketing, these two industry behemoths will
give you exposure to the most customers.
We won’t sugar coat it – digital marketing on Facebook and Google can be time consuming and, at times,
costly. However, you can reap great rewards if you decide to take your business down this path. We’ve compiled
basic knowledge for both platforms regarding digital marketing for small businesses, as well as some extended
reading. Beyond this, there is a wealth of information online that can guide you through the precise ways to set
up, manage, and scale your accounts. Check out the next few pages for information to get you started!.
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Facebook Ads

Facebook ads appear on users’ newsfeeds in the form of a sponsored post, or on the
right-hand side. You can target ads to very specific audiences which match your ideal
customer. This will allow you to save on the costs of advertising to people who have no
interest in your business. Costs are managed through daily and lifetime budgets. These
should accurately reflect what you are willing to pay. It’s easy to set up!

Strategy

The first step to earning business from a Facebook user is to drive awareness, after
which you want to enter the user’s consideration as they shop for a product. The last
step is to convert the user (i.e. have them buy from you). This approach – known as
the “marketing funnel” – is widely used, but is especially important for Facebook. Many
Facebook users, who are not actively shopping at the time, respond better to awareness
raising ads. If the user expresses interest, you can progress them down the funnel and
target them with more sales oriented ads later on.
Implementing a Marketing Funnel strategy
Learn more about ad types

Targeting Basics

There are thousands of combinations you can use to target your desired audience on
Facebook. Here are a few of the broader categories:
•

Demographics: age, gender, location

•

Pages that the person already likes on Facebook

•

Activity on your website

•

A person’s Facebook interests

Targeting

Create “profiles” for your ideal customer. Use these parameters to choose audiences

Recommendations

based on age, gender, Facebook groups, Likes, and Follows.
What is the geographic region you are serving? Try to predict the radius that people will
travel/you will travel to sell or deliver your goods.
Explore different customer types
More about Facebook targeting

Your Budget

Your Bids

The Auction

You can set up a daily or lifetime

This is how much you are willing

The auction is Facebook’s way

budget based on your marketing

to pay for an action on your ad.

of determining whose ad will

plan. Make sure you pace your

Bid your true amount, or slightly

be shown to a user. Your ad will

bidding to ensure you don’t spend

higher; Facebook will optimize

go through an auction for every

your budget too quickly.

your bid to be lower than your

available ad space, for every

original bid price.

person in your target audience.

Bid based on your goals

How the auction works

How to set a budget
How to control pacing
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Google Ads

Ads appear in a variety of different formats after a user has entered a search query.
Instead of audiences, Google ads use keywords and geographic targeting to target
the best consumers. Keywords relate to the words and/or phrases users use in their
search query. Get started by creating a Google AdWords account. Additionally, there
are several great and inexpensive online courses to give you the full scope of Google’s
advertising capabilities. Feel like learning it all yourself? Check out Google AdWord’s
enormous knowledge base.

Strategy

As with any strategy, setting realistic and achievable goals is key to driving meaningful
results. Who are you targeting, and where are they within your marketing funnel? Your
target users can be new to your site (top of the funnel), returning visitors (middle of
the funnel), ready to buy (bottom of the funnel), or returning customers. You can build
multiple campaigns for all of these groups, or just for one. Beyond that, be aware of who
your competitors are, because it is likely they will be bidding on similar keywords.
Best practices for Google Ads

Targeting Basics

As with Facebook, there are thousands of combinations you can use to target your
desired audience on Google. Here are a few of the broader categories:
•

Keywords: words and phrases

•

Location and language

•

Device and time of day

•

Audience: users who have visited your website before.

Targeting

Create a list of keywords specific to your company name, produce, and location. The

Recommendations

more precise the terms you choose the more likely you will be featured in a top ad
position, while paying less. What is the geographic region you are serving? Try to predict
the radius that people will travel/you will travel to sell or deliver your goods.
How to Target Your Google Ads
Choosing the Right Keywords

Your Budget

Your Bids

The Auction

You can set up a daily or lifetime

This is how much you are willing

The auction is Facebook’s way

budget based on your marketing

to pay for an action on your ad.

of determining whose ad will

plan. Make sure you pace your

Bid your true amount, or slightly

be shown to a user. Your ad will

bidding to ensure you don’t spend

higher; Facebook will optimize

go through an auction for every

your budget too quickly.

your bid to be lower than your

available ad space, for every

original bid price.

person in your target audience.

Bid based on your goals

How the auction works

How to set a budget
How to control pacing
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M A R K E T I N G BY BU SIN E SS MOD E L
Friday’s Fresh Market
Grocer Partnership
Davenport, IA
Established 2015
Recommendations
•

Pair your offering with other products! For example, a partnership
between you and a local/organic dressing company could be a
great way to create in-store promotions that provide you both
exposure while minimizing costs.

•

Create promotions for returning customers.

•

Create in-store displays which attract the shopper’s eye and are
easily shoppable. For leafy green products, this means clearly
labeling the produce with bright
and bold packaging.

Photo by Friday’s Fresh Market

Read more:

•
•
•

Friday’s Fresh Market
Effective Supermarket Promotion Ideas
Brand Marketing Distribution Channels

Corner Stalk Farm
Direct-to-Consumer
Boston, MA
Established 2013
Recommendations
•

Direct-to-consumer marketing allows you to build a greater
relationship with the consumer while avoiding expenses associated
with using a wholesaler and increasing profits.

•

Farmers markets are a great place to interact with end consumers
(read our recommendations for Coeur Greens).

•

In addition to farmers markets, you can create an independent
storefront/produce stall. You can set this up at your farm location,
which would create the added benefit of allowing customers to see
exactly where and how their produce is grown.

•

Here is an excellent guide for everything you need to know!

Read more:

•
•
•

Corner Stalk Farm
Consumer Purchase Decisions
Direct Marketing – Compilation
of Useful Sources
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Coeur Greens
Farmer’s Market
Coeur d’Alene, ID
Established 2016
Recommendations
•

Nationwide surveys show that farmers market
customers are looking for 3 key features: freshness, locally
grown items, and a sense of being in a social environment.

•

Create an attractive display:
• Have clear signs with your name and logo prominently
featured.
• Use baskets to create the feeling of overflowing abundance.
• Add height to your display by creating tiered rows.
• Stay organized: keep things clearly labeled, and prevent
confusion by keeping similar looking produce separated.
• Appeal to senses other than sight. Cut herbs to create a

Photo by Coeur Greens

Read more:

•
•
•

Coeur Greens
The Do’s and Don’ts of Farmers Markets
Standing Out at a Farmer’s Market

pleasant aroma, or have samples available!

Karma Farms
Restaurants and Specialty Stores
Monkton, MD
Established 2009 - LGM™ added in 2017
Recommendations
•

Chefs are looking for high quality produce, consistent and timely
delivery, and professional packaging that is sanitary, easily
stored, and (ideally) stackable.

•

Develop relationships with chefs – be friendly, accommodating,
and knowledgeable.

•

Photo by Karma Farms

Find the correct price for your produce: generally, chefs are
willing to pay more for local produce (5-25% above wholesale
prices). Since you are capable of growing year-round, you can
negotiate a higher fixed price.

•

Distinguish yourself as reliable: make sure that you are able to
scale your growing operations to meet demands.

Freight Farms

Read more:

•
•
•
•

Karma Farms
Marketing Fresh Produce to Restaurants
Selling Directly to Restaurants
The ABCs of Marketing to Restaurants
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C O M M UNI T Y E NGAGEME NT
You’ve started or expanded your farming business with a Greenery, you’ve put in the
hard work to grow great produce and a loyal customer base… what now? Here is where
community engagement becomes key. By making your customers feel like they’re part
of a larger group dedicated to supporting hyperlocal and sustainable produce, you can
tap into the kind of brand loyalty most companies can only dream of.

We’ve already talked about the importance

Host fun farm events such as tours*, harvest

of social media. Leverage your accounts in

parties, and more. Also, use the farm as

a way that makes it worthwhile for people to

an education platform with local schools,

follow you. Promote events and special deals

businesses, and people from the community.

exclusively on social media, while also keeping

This allows you to raise awareness for your

your following up to date and involved.

business, and meet potential new customers.

Create branded merchandise such as aprons,

Collaborate with other companies! This is a

reusable bags, fridge magnets, water bottles,

great way to grow your community and to align

etc. Have them for sale, but also use for them

your values with another local brand. Create

as giveaways. If you’re considering partnering

social posts, events, and promotions to raise

with a restaurant or grocery store, you can hand

awareness about the partnership.

them out as gifts to build relationships.

*It is important to note that the more people you have entering the farm, the more likely it is to compromise climate and food safety standards. Make sure to review regulations as you plan tour schedules.
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M E D I A A ND PR E SS R E LATI ON S
The media is extremely interested in hearing from Freight Farmers and learning all
about your farm. It’s a new, innovative, and disruptive technology poised to make a
significant positive impact on the way food is produced.
Talking to the media can be intimidating at first, but – with the right information – it
can be easy. Below we’ve included some information to help you talk about your farm.
Furthermore, you know your company and your goals better than anyone else, and
that is the most important part!
About Freight Farms
Freight Farms is a Boston-based company which provides the tools and services that enable fresh food
production in any environment. The Greenery is a vertical, hydroponic container farm that grows food
regardless of weather conditions, resulting in year-round access to local and fresh produce. This system
is designed and engineered for easy operation, allowing users of all backgrounds to immediately start
growing.
Freight Farm’s compatible smart farming platform, farmhand®, allows the Greenery operator to track
and control farm components, monitor farms with in-farm cameras, analyze historical data and shop for
growing supplies from an internet-connected device .
There is a significant environmental benefit to farming with the Greenery. The use of hydroponics allows
these farms to use 99.8% less water than traditional farming methods. Additionally, by bringing food
production to the end consumer, the impact of food transportation is drastically reduced while the
sealed nature of the container eliminates the need for any herbicides and pesticides.
For approved images visit the Freight Farms Dropbox.

Greenery Quick Facts
Operational Transparency - growing from seed to harvest allows for greater control over the food supply,
and provides a clear story of how the food is grown.
Vertical Farming - growing vertically creates maximum space for food production, which produces a high
density growing environment.
Get Started Fast - the Greenery comes fully equipped with all components needed for immediate
production.
Year-Round Growing - a perfect environment is achievable year-round with the use of climate controls,
regardless of geographic location.
Freight Farms
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L E TT U C E W OR K TOGE TH E R
The success of Freight Farms is truly built on the success of our farmers, so we are
always eager to promote what you’re doing with your business! There are multiple
channels through which we can introduce you to our networks: blog posts, tweets,
Facebook posts, newsletters, and more. As you grow, leverage our network by sending
in updates, pictures, and videos!
In order for us to have a greater understanding of your plans we’d love for you to answer
a few preliminary questions so we can introduce you to our audience.

If you’re interested in being announced as a new
farmer, please email growfoodhere@freightfarms.com.
What to include in the email:
•

Your business name

•

Your location

•

What were you doing before you
became a freight farmer?

•

Why did you choose to become a farmer?

•

What is your mission? (i.e.: provide fresh,
local produce year-round, and educate my
community on the importance of eating
nutritious produce)

•

What are you going to be growing?

•

Any of details about you and your
business that you want to share!

For more information about Freight Farms and the Greenery, please visit our Blog!
Please email growfoodhere@freightfarms.com with any inquiries.
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